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WINTER—A WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY…. 
 
I find it funny how we complain when its ’so hot’ and really complain when its ’soooo cold’!   

Sounds like we might be hard to please!.  Really, I could never be happier to accept an               
opportunity for a bit more ‘indoor’ time.  Some time to sit in front of the heater and stitch, 
some cleaning and sorting time, and the opportunity to enjoy meals that really function           

to their full potential in none other than winter time. 
 

Winter is a season where many outdoor activities slow up, sometimes a time when you really 
don't want to go out in the cold….so what better chance to get into some craft or  

redecorating!   Might even help you ward off the winter blues. 
 

Our winter edition of Inspire includes a lovely doll project, some great winter re-decorating 
tips, another fantastic  giveaway, the next installment of the Christmas Block of the Month, 

along with all  the other features we enjoy each month!  
 

PLUS this month, we are launching our ‘INSPIREPALS’ program.  A number of readers have 
mentioned that they would like to be involved in meeting other readers via a ‘Pen pal’ type 

program.   We launch this exciting new initiative this month.  
 

So as the rain and snow fall, and the washing takes 4 times as long to dry, take up the          
opportunities that Winter presents us and pick up that needle or box of paper and beads 
laying around, and get some half finished projects completed or some new ones started!  

 
The Team at Inspire 

 
 



WINTER….A CHANCE TO REDECORATE  
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Winter is a fantastic  opportunity for some re-decoration around the home.  When I was first married, I drove my husband crazy by   
moving the furniture around in some of the rooms of our house about once every 3 months. I liked to try different things, change the  
colors, add new elements and enjoyed the fresh feeling of a new set up.   
 
You may not want to move things around every 3 months, but it is good every now and again to try something different, and it doesn't 
have to cost much.   Let’s take the common lounge room as an example.  As basic elements, we generally all have couches/chairs, cushions,      
curtains and maybe a vase or some photos frames, so consider the following: 
 
• Move the furniture around to a different configuration.  Even the slightest change such as swapping the 2 seater couch for the 1 

seater couch, and vice versa can make a difference to the way things look.  You may want to go the extreme of turning your whole 
lounge room around so it is facing the opposite end of the room.  If you have a cosy look at the moment, try a more open set up etc 

• While some of you would like an excuse to buy new couches, it is not necessary for this exercise.   Take a survey of the colors       
featured in your lounge room.   Do you have cushions that really bring out a certain color in your curtains?  Consider swapping the 
cushions for a different color featured in your curtains.  Changing green cushions to red cushions bring about a different look.   

• Consider putting the current decorative items away and bringing out some candles or vases you haven't used for a while.   It is also 
a good time to change the photo frames around.  Either put new photos in your frames, or move the frames between rooms,        
featuring different photos in the lounge than what you previously did. 

 
An exercise like this can be done in any room of the house, though its easier in some than in others.   The idea is to change the things you 
have resources to change, but if you want to spend a small amount of money,  replace things such as cushions, vases, photo frames etc, 
things that cost minimal amounts of money to replace. You may not have hundreds to spend on new furniture or curtains, but you can 
change some little things which will change the look of your home. 
 
Nicole Jones 



FREE PROJECT... Daisy the doll 
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www.clarescraftroom.com
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Daisies are such cheerful 
flowers, I hope Daisy the 
doll will bring cheer to your 

home ! 

www.clarescraftroom.com
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DAISY DOLL PATTERN 1  
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DAISY DOLL PATTERN 2  
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DAISY DOLL PATTERN 3  

COPYRIGHT for this design remains the property of Clare’s Craft Room.  This project may be used for personal purposes only.   
If you wish to use for any other purpose, please contact Clare at clarebower@bigpond.com. 

Please support the designers that support our FREE Magazine. 



Kabuki Homewares 
Kabuki is an Australian Based Company with a unique range of Home 
Decorating and Craft Items.  We specialize in Party Plan and offer 

something for everyone 

www.kabukihomewares.com 

JOIN NOWJOIN NOWJOIN NOWJOIN NOW! 
 

BECOME A PARTY 
PLAN CONSULTANT.  
For a limited time, all 
new Consultants  
receive 25%      

Commission on first 
orders, and $100 off 
the initial kit.   

Iron and Metal WaresIron and Metal WaresIron and Metal WaresIron and Metal Wares    
Rustic TimberRustic TimberRustic TimberRustic Timber    
Shabby Shabby Shabby Shabby ‘nnnn’ Linen Linen Linen Linen    
Milk Wash TimberMilk Wash TimberMilk Wash TimberMilk Wash Timber    

CeramicsCeramicsCeramicsCeramics    
Nik NaksNik NaksNik NaksNik Naks    

Scrapbooking SuppliesScrapbooking SuppliesScrapbooking SuppliesScrapbooking Supplies    
StitcheriesStitcheriesStitcheriesStitcheries    
BeadingBeadingBeadingBeading    

And so much moreAnd so much moreAnd so much moreAnd so much more…....    

INTERESTED IN INTERESTED IN INTERESTED IN INTERESTED IN 
SOME NEW DSOME NEW DSOME NEW DSOME NEW DÉCOR? COR? COR? COR? 
Why not host a Party.   

 
Lots to choose from,  

Consultants in every state 
Great Incentives 
Lots of Fun 

www.kabukihomewares.com
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INSPIREPALS... 
  A few editions ago, we were asking readers what they would like to see in a magazine such as this.  Given that this Magazine is read by 
readers all over the world, some readers suggested that we hold a pen pal type program so readers from different parts of the world can 
make new friends, chat about the latest craft happenings, and share thoughts and ideas. 
 
So, this month we are launching ‘Inspirepals’.   If you are interested in meeting new friends and making new contacts, then this may be 
something you’d like to be involved in.  We will aim to match up readers with other readers of a similar age and preferred craft, but in a  
different country. 
 
If you would like to be involved in this, please email us with the following information: 
 

NAME  
AGE (optional) 
PREFERRED CRAFT 
COUNTRY 
 
The only details that will be passed onto your Inspirepal will be your name and country.  The other information allows us to match you with 
someone similar in age, but different in location.    We will begin taking participant details immediately.  Once you have emailed your          
information to us, we will begin processing it to find a match for you.  This may take up to 4 weeks, so please don't be concerned if you 
don't hear from us straight away!  When we introduce your Inspirepal to you, we will also  include some information on how to get the 
most out of your new pal!  
 

Why not take up the opportunity to meet a new friend!  Email inspirepals@inspireonlinemagazine.com to be involved. 

www.victorianaquiltdesigns.com


Place a order online over 
$40.00 during the month 
of August and receive a 
Easy Stitches Template 
for FREE  Just enter the 
code Inspire Online  
during checkout . 

http://scrapofyourlife.openstores.com.au


This Month we are giving away  
 

3 x $50 Paypal Credits which can be spent in any 
store, website or seller that accept Paypal. 

 
Credits will be emailed to winners Paypal accounts within 1 week 
of the September Edition being published.   If you do not have 

a paypal account, simply join up at www.paypal.com.au. 
 
 
 

 
In our September Edition, we will be looking at Storage and  

organisation for craft work areas, and will provide tips to help 
you keep these areas tidy.  To win this month, all you need to 

do is email us with a your best storage or  
organization tip and you will be entered into the draw. 

 
Winners names will be drawn from a hat and will be published 

next month. 
  

Entries can be emailed to admin@inspireonlinemagazine.com. 
 

Entries close 31st August 2008. 
 

NB. Paypal credits don't have to be used on craft items, they 
can be used on anything you like! 

Giveaways... 
 
Thank you to everyone who entered our ‘Teddy Splendour’ Stitchery Table 
Runner Pattern Draw.  There were so many entries this month, that an extra 
5 Patterns were donated!  So, the lucky winners are….. 
    
    
    

Robyn Porteous, VIC 
Belinda Oetsel, USA 
Marie Thompson, TAS 
Kim Barker, TAS 
Carol Russell, USA 
Rhoda, USA 
Michelle McConachie, VIC 
Carol Richardson, AU 
Ruth Wasmuth, AU 
Bearty, UK 
 
 
Congratulations to these readers.  We will be in touch shortly to organize 
delivery of your free pattern! 
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Buzzy Bee ButtonsBuzzy Bee ButtonsBuzzy Bee ButtonsBuzzy Bee Buttons    

Now stocking ‘Thimble Blossom’ Patterns.  Get your hands on these beautiful Quilt Patterns before they sell out.   
FREE POSTAGE on any of these Patterns if purchased in August.  Enter ‘THIMBLE’ into the coupon section at  
checkout for the discount.                               www.buzzybeebuttons.comwww.buzzybeebuttons.comwww.buzzybeebuttons.comwww.buzzybeebuttons.com    

www.buzzybeebuttons.com
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The Australian kindness movement… 
 

For the month of August, I have chosen to feature a charitable organization of a different kind.  One that we 
can all be involved in, one that doesn't require much and something that can be contributed to every day of 
our lives.   

The Kindness Movement is a movement which started in 1994 to help counteract a seemingly cold and          
impersonal society.  Their major goal is ‘to generate a greater sense of friendliness in the community through 
the medium of simple acts of kindness’. 

This organization, which is run primarily by volunteers, and funded by small donations, encourage people to 
‘spontaneously show kindness as a gesture of goodwill to others’.   They believe that we would be a happier 
group of people if we all showed kindness to those around us, whether we know them or not.   In a world 
that is so ‘me’ orientated, people are quite taken back when someone does a random act of kindness. 

Their website has some wonderful ideas of things you can do for others, links to similar websites promoting 
similar things, information about forming groups, and other tools such as the ‘Kindness Checklist’ and       
stories to get you motivated!. 

Even if you choose not to support a charity, you can at least be charitable and ‘kind’ in your everyday travels.  
Try it!!  I bet you too will feel encouraged.  This website is certainly worth a look. 

www.kindness.com.au 
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‘INSPIREINSPIREINSPIREINSPIRE’ CHRISTMAS BOM CHRISTMAS BOM CHRISTMAS BOM CHRISTMAS BOM 
 

‘There’s much more to Christmas 
Than candle-light and cheer; 
It’s the spirit of sweet friendship 
That brightens all the year; 

‘’Its thoughtfulness and kindness, 
Its hope reborn again, 
For peace, for understanding 
And for goodwill to men’. 
                                      Unknown 

‘The Spirit of Christmas’ 

Designed by Nicole Jones of  
Buzzy Bee Buttons. 

www.inspireonlinemagazine.com 



‘INSPIRE’ CHRISTMAS BLOCK OF THE MONTH Continued... 

Block 2Block 2Block 2Block 2    
‘AngelAngelAngelAngel’ Applique panel Applique panel Applique panel Applique panel    
This month we begin work on Block 2 of our Christmas Quilt.  If you missed Part 1 
And the overview, it can be found in the July edition of Inspire (past issues link). 
 
What you will need: 
 

11.5 x 11.5 square Green Tonal Fabric                           Cream Tonal with white dots 
Red-Green Paisley Fabric           Red Stripe Fabric 
Brown Tonal (small square for heart only)                Green Heart Button (Beutron) 
DMC Thread 612                                                         Vliesofix & Iron 
Baking Paper                                                              Transfer Pen 
 

Instructions 
 

1. Print off the appliqué patterns on the following 2 pages.  Go to the appropriate page, click 
‘Print’, and ensure you select the printer to print those 2 pages only..   

2. Trace each of the shapes separately from the pattern onto the paper side of the Vliesofix, leaving approx 1in between each shape.  It is handy to also trace 
the fabric color listed for each shape as a quick reference when ironing to fabric.  ENSURE YOU TRACE THE FACIAL FEATURES OF THIS ANGEL AT THIS POINT 
ASWELL. 

3. Roughly cut around each shape leaving approx 1/2in around the outside of the shapes.  Iron the fabric side of the Vliesofx of each shape to the BACK of it’s 

listed fabric.   Do this for all the shape templates.  Trim the shape on the outline you previously traced to finalise your shapes.  TRACE THE ANGELS FACIAL 
FEATURES ONTO THE FRONT OF THE FABRIC FOR THE FACE. 

4. Tear a sheet of Baking Paper off and lay it on the ironing board.  Take each shape and peel the paper backing off.   Place each shape down in the following  
 order with right sides of the fabric facing up.   Begin by placing the star down on a slight tilted angle.  Continue to place the Angel body, wings,  head and 
 heart (in that order is best).  Ensure the wings are equal on each side, and the star is sticking out the bottom.   
5. Once everything is in place, simply give the total design a quick iron.  Carefully lift the full design from the Baking Paper and place it centered onto the 

green tonal fabric.  Iron again. 
6. Using  a blanket stitch, stitch around each individual appliqué piece to ensure they don't move.  We have used a dark thread for the majority of the design, 

and a white thread for the Angels head and the star.   
7. Using a transfer pen or pencil, draw the hair coming from the Angels head according to the design on the next page and backstitch using DMC 612. 
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Heart—Brown Tonal 

Wings—Paisley  

Body—Red Stripe 

Face—Cream Tonal 

Stitch  
guide 

 



Star—Cream Tonal 

This Block of the Month is a Buzzy Bee Buttons Design, and even 
though this design has been provided free of charge, every part of 

this Quilt Pattern is protected under the Copyright Laws of  
Australia.  If you wish to use these Patterns for a purpose other 

than personal use, please contact Nicole at Buzzy Bee.    

WWW.BUZZYBEEBUTTONS.COM 

 



Advertise with us… 
Are you a designer or do you own a Business? Have you considered affordable 
online Advertising?.  Not only is your ad published in our online magazine for a 
whole month, all our previous editions remain on the official Inspire Online website 
for readers to be able to look back through and refer to.  Your advertising dollar 
remains active as long as your business does.   
 
We are constantly on the look out for project, charity, giveaway and article  
submissions from designers and businesses.  If you believe you have something 
you could contribute please don't hesitate to contact us. 
 
Our advertising rates are listed on our website and start from $10.00.  For more 
information including advertising deadlines etc, please view 
www.inspireonlinemagazine.com, or email us on the details below. 

Contact us 
 

General Enquiries 
admin@inspireonlinemagazine.com 
Advertising Enquiries 
advertising@inspireonlinemagazine.com 
Submission Enquiries 
submission@inspireonlinemagazine.com 
 

About Inspire.. 
  USAGE POLICY 

 
Inspire is an Online Magazine that is FREE to download for  
readers.  While the Projects in this magazine are covered by 
Copyright, they can be used by you for personal uses.  If you 
have any questions relating to this, please contact the designer 
for clarification.   
 
The Magazine can be printed by you.  To do this, simply print the 
document like you would any other document.   If you only want 
to print particular pages eg. patterns, select which pages you 
want to print when you’re print screen comes up.  

            CREDITS 
 

Graphics used in this Magazine are used in accordance with each 
designers Copyright guidelines.  Commercial licenses have been  

purchased where required.  Graphics by: 
• Snickerdoodle Dreams (Heather Thompson) 

• Smith & Smith Graphics 
• Amanda & London (Everyday life photos) 

            EDITORS 
 

This Magazine has been designed and edited by Nicole Jones of 
Buzzy Bee Buttons.  Project editing and management by  

Helen Henry.  
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